Electromigration oscillations occurring in ternary electrolyte systems with complex eigenmobilities, as predicted by theory and ascertained by capillary electrophoresis.
Chemical oscillations are driven by a gradient of chemical potential and can only develop in systems where the substances are far from chemical equilibrium. We have discovered a new analogous type of oscillations in ternary electrolyte mixtures, which we call electromigration oscillations. They appear in liquid solutions of electrolytes and are associated with the electromigration movement of ions when conducting an electric current. These electromigration oscillations are driven by the electric potential gradient, while the system can be close to chemical equilibrium. The unequivocal criterion for the instability of the electrolyte solution and its ability to oscillate is the existence of complex system eigenmobilities. We show how to calculate the system eigenmobilities by utilizing the linear theory of electromigration and how to identify the complex system eigenmobilities to predict electromigration oscillations. To experimentally prove these electromigration oscillations, we employ a commercially available instrument for capillary electrophoresis. The oscillations start a certain period of time after switching on the driving electric current. The axial concentration profiles of the electrolytes in the capillary attain a nearly periodic pattern with a spatial period in the range of 1-4 mm, with almost constant amplitude. This periodic pattern moves in the electric field with mobility that is equal to the real part of the complex eigenmobility pair. We have found several ternary oscillating electrolytes composed of a base and two acids, of which at least one has higher valence than one in absolute value. All the systems have three system eigenmobilities: one is real and close to zero, and the two others form the complex conjugate pair, the real part of which is far from zero.